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On these dark and wintry nights, 
what could be nicer than an afternoon in 
front of a roaring fire, playing board games with family 
and friends? Just think outside the box by trying a new one!

BoardGOATS is a free, friendly club whose members 
meet on alternate Tuesdays at The Horse & Jockey in 
Stanford in the Vale and host occasional ‘gaming’  
sessions at The Mix in Wantage. One of the founder 
members Amber Thompson, 39, says: “Traditional 
board games are all very well, but they all have their 
problems. For example, anyone who has played a  
three-hour game of Monopoly and been unable to buy 
any properties won’t be keen to play again!

“Similarly, in Cluedo, there is usually one unfortunate 
person who ends up being dragged from one room to 
another by all the other players, leaving them with no 
way of working out who killed Dr Black. The first time 
these things happen it can be funny, but after that it gets 
tiresome.” Luckily, as Amber explains, modern board 
games are designed to avoid these sorts of problems. 
Also known as Euro games, these ‘second-generation’ 
board games are characterised by lots of beautiful pieces, 
a fairly well designed playing time and limited luck (dice 
rarely feature and even then tend to play a minor role).

“One of the best features of modern board games,  
however, is that they are often designed with built-in 
catch-up mechanisms,” explains Amber. “This means 
everyone always feels they are in with a chance,  
making the games much more enjoyable.”

Despite this, the person who plays best invariably  
wins, which means these are no-longer just children’s 
toys, but are now increasingly popular among adults, 
too. As a result, more and more board game venues are 
springing up and it is a great way to get out and meet new 
people and have fun. Oxford is host to several evening 
clubs as well as one shop (www.gameskeeper.co.uk) 
and a board game cafe where players can pay a cover 
charge to play something from their extensive library 
(thirstymeeples.co.uk).

Board games are also a traditional Christmas gift, so if 

you are looking for the perfect present, why not take a 
look at some of these BoardGOATS suggestions? Amber 
adds: “It’s always easier to learn from someone than a 
rulebook, so if you’d like to try before you buy, you could 
look up your local club online (meeplemapper.com) and 
ask whether they’d be prepared to introduce you to it.”
 
Pitch Car – This superb car racing game is guaranteed to 
bring out kids of all ages to play together; the winner is 
the person who manages to flick their car round the track
Tsuro – Players take it in turns to build a path for their 
dragon creating a maze for everyone else at the same 
time. The game lasts just 15-20 minutes and plays up  
to eight people combining just enough strategy and  
luck that if you get knocked out early, there is always 
time to try again.
Bohnanza – Players have to trade beans to make the 
most money from the biggest and best fields; never has 
bean farming been so much fun! 
Dobble – With five games in the tin, this Snap-inspired 
game is excellent value, an ideal game to squeeze in while 
the kettle is.
Colt Express – For older children and younger adults, 
this is a glorious mixture of controlled chaos; players are 
bandits attacking and looting a fantastic 3D train.
Escape: The Curse of the Temple – While most Euro 
Games don’t use dice, in this game players have five each! 
A frenetic team game played against the clock, this is 
ideal for children to play with adults as they can work 
in pairs or groups to activate the gems and then escape 
together before the temple collapses around their ears...
Dixit – Even the quietest grandparent can get involved 
with this one! Players take it in turns to be the Story 
Teller then everyone else tries to match their cards to the 
story. Enjoy!  * These games can be found online and at all 
good retailers – do just check first!
 

For more about BoardGOATS, visit www. board 
goats.org. Also visit thewantagemix.wordpress.com
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